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What is the Art of Hosting?
AoH
The Art of Hosting is a response to a world that is
becoming increasingly complex and fragmented, where
true solutions and innovations lie not in one leader or one
viewpoint, but in the bigger picture of our collective
intelligence.

•

The Art of Hosting is a response at a time when institutions
and democracies are failing to address the increasing
chaos in our world. It is a testing ground for those seeking
to find new, effective and healthy patterns for organizing,
innovating and interacting, to create new forms that serve
us better.

The AoH is...
An emerging group of methodologies for facilitating
conversation in groups of all sizes, supported by principles
that help maximize collective intelligence, integrate and
utilize diversity and minimize/transform conflict. Processes
facilitated in this way tend to result in collective clarity and
wise action - sustainable, workable solutions to the most
complex problems. The approach ensures that stake
holders buy into the process (because they participate in
the design and the process is by definition transparent) and
make ongoing feedback, learning and course correction a
natural and efficient part of life

The Art of Hosting is a practice ground for all who aspire
to bring out the best in others. It is based on the
assumption and experience that human beings have an
enormous untapped wealth and resilience.

•

Facilitating large-scale conversations around strategic
questions
Stake holder involvement

‘A’ Definition

And Art of Hosting is much more than this.

It is a Practice, like
mediation, Tai Chi or
mindfulness is a practice. We
see it as a Four Fold
Practice.

The leadership approach called the Art of Hosting (AoH)
activates the collective intelligence in a group to find new
solutions to the increasing challenges of the world of work
today.
Like other organizations and as leaders we need to be
more flexible and creative in the context of accelerating
changes, increased complexity, and challenging economic
realities. The traditional command-and-control type of
leadership alone is no longer appropriate. In the current
climate, tapping into the potential held in the organization
is crucial. Inviting everyone to participate with their
diverse perspectives is the key to releasing this potential.
AoH practice is based on convening strategic dialogue and
conversations as drivers for development and change. This
form of leadership is already used with successful results in
multiple sectors (government, NGOs, and private settings)
particularly in the following areas:
• Strategic organizational development

It is an Invitation to live and
work in the space between
chaos and order, the
Chaordic Path.
It is a Fellowship, which is
more than a community. It is
a web of practitioners and
not an organization based on
living systems principles.
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The Art of Participatory Leadership and
Equity and Inclusion
Because the Art of Participatory Leadership (AoPL)
seeks to bring forth the best thinking and co-created
action among and across groups of people, it is a
natural fit for convening groups around issues of
equity and access. Using simple, but powerful,
methodologies and practices, people who participate
in hosted conversations are invited to both come
together into deeper relationship as well as
collectively do good work around issues that are
important to them.

Overlapping Principles and Aspiration

There are four key areas of overlapping principles
between the Art of Participatory Leadership (AoPL)
and work geared toward addressing issues of
historical oppression, diversity, and inclusion. The
principles:

How does AoPL amplify equity work?
One of the core philosophies of AoPL is that we’re
smarter together. This fits nicely with traditional
notions of inclusion, which stress the need for folks
from marginalized groups to have an equal access
and representation in a system. AoPL asks us to move
a bit deeper into this inclusion conversation by
shifting our typical parameters about who is at the
table when we strategize - who are those folks who
could be strange allies, surprising partners, or
unexpected co-creators? What if the key to systemic
change is being wildly inclusive? What might be
possible if we shifted our own thinking about who
“we” are?

• Wisdom - all people have knowledge to share
with the whole

• Dignity - all people deserve to be treated with
respect and with appreciation for their unique
gifts and to use those gifts in all areas of their
lives (personal and
professional)

ADD PHOTO

• Voice - all people deserve to have a say in what
happens to them and their communities

• Action - working together on issues that are

important to us is the way to make change in
our own lives, organizations, systems, and
communities

AoPL has been viewed as “deeper than engagement”
or other ways of getting “stakeholders to the table.”
AoPL and equity work both hold the above core
The notion that we need ‘everyone’ at the table is
principles with the accompanying aspiration that
valid - especially when we are walking in the halls of
together, we can make systemic change for the
power. AoPL builds on that understanding by offering
common good where the wisdom, dignity, and voice
practices and methodologies that create a collective
of every person impacts our action. While AoPL was
sense of “we” that moves us beyond ‘engaging others’
not developed specifically to address issues of
to seeing ourselves as a whole system with valuable
historical issues of access, equity, and inclusion, it is
insights, questions, and contributions from everyone
being used to bring diverse groups of people around
in the system. What does work from the place of
the world together to take action around our toughest
there is no one we don’t need look like?
issues.
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The Art of Participatory Leadership and
Equity and Inclusion Continued…
AoPL’s living systems theory assumes that inviting the
complexity of diversity as the “smart” way of
working, that every person is needed for us to
develop new, sustainable solutions. What if we
approached it as both a gift and as a given?
AoPL provides practitioners with new ways of
thinking about being smarter together, engaging
others, and working from our strengths. It is
inherently complementary to work seeking equity
and access.

How does AoPL differ from traditional work
around diversity and inclusion?
AoPL works to deepen ongoing efforts to address
historically hierarchies and oppressions.
AoPL is deeply rooted in the practice of inquiry. We
know that there are answers to be had, but even
more important are the questions we ask to arrive at
those answers. AoPL does not engage in a predesigned set of exercises around current or historical
realities, but rather asks questions to help us create a
new future together.
Typically, AoPL workshops do not have a lot of
teaching that has participants agreeing on a specific
set of facts or analysis but, instead, poses powerful
questions to participants that allows them to move
toward shared purpose and action together.

It is not our diﬀerences
that divide us. It is our
inability to recognize,
accept, and celebrate
those diﬀerences.
Audre Lorde

What’s possible?

What’s possible is a new conversation around
diversity, inclusion, and equity. A conversation that
invites us to our next level of thinking about these
complex topics that we have been doing really good
work around for many years. A conversation that
AoPL practice is inherently emergent. There is a
does not invite easy answers, but rather invites us into
strong container of principles (some shared above)
and specific methodologies/tools, which allow groups the tough questions in a new way: based in
to discover, name, and plan for what they would like relationships and the shared power of those
relationships. A conversation that stands firmly upon
to create together. Emergence entails not having a
what we do know and what is yet to be discovered
predetermined answer for addressing issues, but
about smart ways of working together across
rather allows the group to come to their own best
difference.
conclusions and action planning.
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Two Complimentary World Views
Organizations as Machines and as Adaptive
Systems
Living Systems
A Natural Approach to Organizing Life

•

Nature and all of nature, including ourselves is in
constant change (without ‘change management’)

For three hundred years, since Descartes and Newton, our
thinking has predominantly been influenced by
rationalism. We have been able to figure things out and
“be in control”. We tend to view our organizations and
communities as we view machines – as consisting of
clearly defined parts with clearly defined roles and a
predictable output.

•

Nature seeks diversity – new relations open up to new
possibilities. It is not survival of the fittest – but
everything that is fit – as many species as possible.
Diversity increases our chances of survival.

•

‘Tinkering’ opens up to what is possible here and now
– nature is not intent on finding perfect solutions, but
those that are workable

In a complex world, this mechanistic view may not always
be adequate to meet the complex problems and challenges • A living system cannot be steered or controlled – they
can only be teased, nudged, titillated
we face. What if communities and organizations could be
viewed as living systems as well?
• A system changes (identity) when its perception of
itself changes
Living systems exist everywhere in nature – bacteria
forming colonies or ants coming together to form a system
• All the answers do not exist ‘out there’ – sometimes
that is capable of creating an anthill. – Some termite nests
we must experiment to find out what works
even have air conditioning so the temperature stays the
same inside the hill!
• Who we are together is always different and more than
who we are alone - possibility of emergence. Our
There are two exciting phenomena in nature and living
range of creative expression increases as we join
systems:
others. New relationships create new capacities.
1) Nature has the capability to self-organize, i.e. it does
not require someone specific to direct the organization
• Human beings are capable of self-organizing – given
instead of all who are involved participate in what is
the right conditions
needed to achieve a purpose
2) Self-organization can lead to emergence = the
emergence of totally new properties and qualities = 1+1 = Self-organization shifts to a higher order.
11 or something totally new and surprising.
What if organizations really are living systems and there
could be a simpler way of organizing that opens up the
possibility for emergence – provided the right conditions
are in place?
What would our organizations and communities look like
then?
Some qualities of Living Systems:
•

A living system only accepts its own solutions (we only
support those things we are a part of creating)

•

A living system only pays attention to that which is
meaningful to it (here and now)

•

People are intelligent,
creative, adaptive, selforganizing, and meaningseeking. Organizations are
living systems. They too are
intelligent, creative, adaptive,
self-organizing, meaningseeking.
Meg Wheatley

In nature a living system participates in the
development of its neighbor - an isolated system is
doomed.
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Mental Models
The Chaordic Path
Emergence
(new consciousness, new awareness, and new solutions)

Chamos

Chaos

There is a path to take between Chaos and Order that
leads us to the new, collective learning, real time
innovation. Instead of relying on controlling every detail in
our organizations or communities from the top down,
many leaders today see the need to access the collective
intelligence and collective wisdom of everyone, which can
be, at times, a “messy” process until we reach new insight
and clarity.
We are beginning to understand and treat organizations
and communities more like living systems than static
machines. After all, the chaordic path is the story of our
natural world – form arises out of non-linear, complex,
diverse systems. “At the edge of chaos” is where life
innovates – where things are not hard wired, but are
flexible enough for new connections and solutions to
occur. New levels of order become possible out of chaos.
This “chaordic confidence” – the capacity we need to stay
in the dance of order and chaos – supports a generative
emergence that allows the new, collective intelligence and
wise action to occur. In this space of emergence, we leave

Order

Control

our collective encounters with that which not one of us
individually brought into the room. This requires us to stay
in a transformative shift, though we may want to veer
toward either chaos or order.
And in fact, we will move between chaos and order – this
is the generative dance, an oscillation often seen in the
natural world. A balance between two seeming polarities,
which are instead compliments of each other.
As we move between chaos and order, individually and
collectively, we move through confusion and conflict
toward clarity. We are all called to walk this path without
judgement – some will feel more comfortable with chaos,
others with order. Both are needed as, together, we walk
the edge that is between these two toward something
wholly new.
On the far side of chaos is chamos – or destructive chaos.
On the far side of order is stifling control. When we move
toward either of these extremes, the result is apathy or
rebellion.
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How much order do
we need? How
much chaos would
be helpful here?

or rebellion. The very opposite of chaordic confidence,
where the new cannot be born.
There is a path toward common ground, co-creation, and
wise and strategic action. There is a “sweet spot” of
emergence with tangible results. If we are looking for
innovative, new solutions we will find them in a place
between chaos and order – the chaordic path.

control where activities need to be maintained and
executed routinely so that a particular standard results. It
is the place where “more of the same” is required.
Therefore, when predictability is called for and where
procedures and standards are clearly defined and need to
be adhered to.

Chaos/Order is the Place for Leadership
The practice of leadership resides in the place between
chaos and order. When facing new challenges that cannot
be met with the same way we are currently working, we
need to learn new ways of operating. It is during these
times of uncertainty and increased complexity, where
results cannot be predicted that leaders need to invite
others to share diverse knowledge to discover new purpose
and strategies and decide the way forward.
Order/Control is a Place for Management
The practice of management lies between order and
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Divergence and Convergence
Inviting collective wisdom
In entering into an inquiry or multi stakeholder conversation we operate with three different
phases in the process – divergent, emergent and convergent. Each of these phases is different,
and it is important for a host to know where we are in the process – and what is needed in
each phase.
The “breath’ of divergence and convergence, of breathing in and breathing out is at the heart
of our process design. Every process goes to a few or more of these ‘breathing’ phases.
In the divergent phase, there is as yet no clear goal. This is a “goal-seeking” phase where a
clear shared purpose gives the collective direction. Another driver in this phase is asking the
right questions.
If you close the divergent phase too soon, the level of newness or innovation will be less.
Ideally a group will stay in inquiry in the divergent phase until a new shared and agreed
solution or goal is seen by everyone.
Divergent thinking typically generates alternatives, has free-for-all open discussion, gathers diverse points of view and
unpacks the problem.
The divergent phase is non-linear and needs ”chaos time”. It is process-oriented and needs prolonged decision time.

Diversity

The convergent phase is goal-oriented and focused,
linear, structured and usually subject to time constraints.
It is focused on getting results and may require quick
decisions.
Convergent thinking means evaluating alternatives,
summarizing key points, sorting ideas into categories
and arriving at general conclusions.
The emergent phase, between the divergent and
convergent, is fondly known as the ‘groan zone’ – It is
the phase where different ideas and needs are
integrated. It may require us to stretch our own
understanding to hold and include other points of view.
We call it the groan zone because it may feel messy - an
uncomfortable stretch - but it is also the phase where the
new solution emerges.

Time

Divergent Thinking

Convergent Thinking

Generating alternatives

Evaluating alternatives

Free-for-all open discussion

Summarizing key points

Gathering diverse points of view

Sorting ideas into categories

Unpacking the logic of a problem

Arriving at general conclusions
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The Four- Fold Practice
practicing the Art of Hosting

• Be Present - (Pre-Sensing)
• Practice Conversations
(Participation)
• Hosting Conversations
(Contribute)
• Community of Practitioners
(Co-Create)
Being truly present, engaging
skilfully in conversations,
being a good host of
conversations and engaging
with others in co-creation, are
all practices or skills that are
easily understood but it takes a
continuous practice to hone
these skills.

1. Being Present (Pre-sensing) –
...host yourself first - be willing to endure chaos - keep the “space” or possibilities open - stay in the fire of the
present...
Being present means showing up, undistracted, prepared, clear about the need and what your personal
contribution can be. It allows you to check in with yourself and develop the personal practice of curiosity about
the outcomes of any gathering. Presence means making space to devote a dedicated time to working with others.
If you are distracted, called out or otherwise located in many different places, you cannot be present in one. For
meetings to have deep results, every person in the room should be fully present.
Being present also means being aware of one’s environment, other people and what impacts you and how you
impact others.
Collectively, it is good practice to become present together as a meeting begins, be it through a welcome, a good
framing, through “checking-in” to the subject matter or task at hand by hearing everyone’s voice in the matter or
as simple as taking a moment of silence. Invite a collective slowing down so that all participants in a meeting
can be present together.
2. Participate and practice conversations
...be willing to listen fully, respectfully, without judgment and thinking you already know the answer – practice
conversation mindfully...
Conversation is an art, it is not just talk. It demands that we listen carefully to one another and that we offer what
we can in the service of the whole. Curiosity and judgment cannot live together in the same space. If we are
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judging what we are hearing, we cannot be curious about the outcome, and if we have
called a meeting because we are uncertain of the way forward, being open is a key skill and
capacity. Only by practicing skilful conversation can we find our best practice together.
If we practice conversation mindfully we might slow down meetings so that wisdom and
clarity can work quickly. When we talk mindlessly, we neither hear each other nor do we
allow space for clarity to arise. The art of conversation is the art of slowing down to speed
up.
3. Hosting conversations
...be courageous, inviting and willing to initiate conversations that matter - find and host
powerful questions with the stakeholders – and then make sure you harvest the insights, the
patterns, learnings and wise actions...
Hosting conversations is both more and less than facilitating. It is an act of leadership and
means taking responsibility for creating and holding the “container” in which a group of
people can do their best work together.
You can create this container using the seven helpers (p. xx) as starting points, and although you can also do this in the
moment, the better prepared you are the better.
The bare minimum to do is to discern the need, get clear on the purpose of the meeting, prepare a good, powerful
question to initiate the conversation and know how you will harvest and what will be done with that harvest, to ensure
that results are sustainable and the effort was worth it.
Hosting conversations takes courage and it takes a bit of certainty and faith in people. We sometimes give short shrift to
conversational spaces because of the fear we experience in stepping up to host. It is, however, a gift to host a group and
it is a gift to be hosted well.
4. Co-creating with others – becoming a community of practice
...be willing to co create and co-host with others, blending your knowing, experience and practices with theirs, working
partnership…
The fourth practice is about showing up in a conversation without being a spectator, and contributing to the collective
effort to sustain results. The best conversations arise when we listen for what is in the middle, what is arising out of the
center of our collaboration. It is not about the balancing of individual agendas, it is about finding out what is new. And
when that is discovered work unfolds beautifully when everyone is clear about what they can contribute to the work.
In a truly co-creative process it becomes irrelevant who said or contributed what – the gift is in the synergy and
inspiration when we each build on each others knowledge and the whole becomes much bigger than the sum of the
parts.
This is how results become sustainable over time – they fall into the network of relationships that arise from a good
conversation, from friends working together.
The collaborative field can produce unexpected and surprising results.

From a learner to a community that learns.
As we learn to be truly present and engage in conversations that really matter – we become learners. As learners many
doors are open to us. As we begin to host conversations and connect with other hosts – we become a community of
learners or practitioners. As a community we own a much bigger capacity than as individual learners. As a community
of individual practitioners or learners – truly becomes “a community that learns”, that is where we really enter the
collective intelligence. – We multiply our capacity and enter the field of emergence.
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Methodologies & Practice ~ Circle
practicing an ancient form
The Circle, or council, is an ancient form of meeting that
has gathered human beings into respectful conversations
for thousands of years. In some areas of the world this
tradition remains intact, but in some societies it has been
nearly forgotten. PeerSpirit circling is a modern
methodology that calls on this tradition and helps people
gather in conversations that fulfil their potential for
dialogue, replenishment, and wisdom-based change.
www.peerspirit.com
One of the beautiful things about circle is its adaptability
to a variety of groups, issues, and timeframes. Circle can
be the process used for the duration of a gathering,
particularly if the group is relatively small and time for
deep reflection is a primary aim. Circle can also be used
as a means for “checking in” and “checking out” or a
way of making decisions together, particularly decisions
based on consensus. Be creative with circle!
Principles of Circle:
• Rotate leadership among all circle members.
• Responsibility is shared for the quality of the
experience.
• Reliance on Wholeness, rather than on any
personal agenda.

Setting Circle Agreements:
The use of agreements allows
all members to have a free and
profound exchange, to respect
a diversity of views, and to
share responsibility for the
well-being and direction of the
group. Agreements often used
include:
1. Listen without judgment
(slow down and listen)
2. Whatever is said in circle
stays in circle
3. Offer what you can and ask
for what you need
4. Silence is also part of the conversation
5. We agree to employ a group guardian to watch our
need, timing, and energy.
General Flow of the Circle
Intention
Welcome/Start-point
Center and Check-In/Greeting
Agreements
Three Principles and Three Practices
Guardian of the Process
Check-Out and Farewell
Intention shapes the circle and determines who will
come, how long the circle will meet, and what kinds of
outcomes are to be expected. The caller of the circle
spends time articulating intention and invitation.
Welcome/Start Point. Once people have gathered, the
circle host (or a participant) will typically open the circle
with a gesture to indicate that the circle will start.
Poems, silence, song, or gesture may be used.
The center of a circle usually holds objects that represent
the intention of the circle.

Practices of Circle:
• Speak with Intention: Noting what has relevance
to the conversation in the moment
• Listen with Attention: Respectful of the learning
process of all members of the group
• Tend to the Well-being of the Group: Remaining
aware of the impact of our contributions

Check-in usually starts with a volunteer and proceeds
around the circle. If an individual is not ready to speak,
the turn is passed and another opportunity is offered after
others have spoken.
To aid self-governance and bring the circle back to
intention, having a circle member volunteer to be the
role of guardian is helpful. This group member watches
and safeguards the group’s energy and observes the
groups process.
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Closing the circle by checking out provides a formal end to
the meeting, a chance for members to reflect on what has
transpired.
(The above was adapted from a handout which was generously
provided by Peer Spirit to the Art of Hosting)

What is Circle Good For?

One of the beautiful things about circle is its adaptability to
a variety of groups, issues, and timeframes. Circle can be
the process used for the duration of a gathering,
particularly if the group is relatively small and time for
deep reflection is a primary aim. Circle can also be used
as a methodology of “checking in” and “checking out” or a
way of making decisions together. Be creative with circle
and be ready for the deep wisdom it can unearth!
Materials Needed:
• Chairs/cushions arranged into a circle – folks should
be able to view each other without impediments
(i.e. tables or desks)
• Object for the Center – this can be flowers, a bowl,
basket, or even a poster stating the intention or
purpose of the gathering
• Talking piece
• Chime, bell, or other gentle noisemaker
• Materials for harvesting conversation

In helping
others, we shall help
ourselves, for
whatever good we
give out completes
the circle and comes
back to us.
Flora Edwards

Talking pieces and a
circle center (left)
Chairs set up for a
large circle to start the
day (right)
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The World Cafe
dialogue for large and small
The World Café is a method for creating a living network
of collaborative dialogue around questions that matter in
real life situations. It is a provocative metaphor...as we
create our lives, our organizations, and our communities,
we are, in effect, moving among ‘table conversations’ at
the World Café. (From The World Café Resource Guide)

Assumptions of World Cafe:
• The knowledge and
wisdom we need is
present and accessible.
• Collective insight
evolves from honoring
www.theworldcafe.com
unique contributions;
connecting ideas;
listening into the
What is World Café Good For?
middle; noticing deeper
A World Café is a great way of fostering interaction and
themes and questions.
dialogue with both large and small groups. It is particularly
• The intelligence
effective in surfacing the collective wisdom of large groups
emerges as the system
of diverse people. The café format is very flexible and
connects to itself in
adapts to many different purposes – information sharing,
diverse and creative ways.
relationship building, deep reflection exploration and
action planning.
General Flow of a World Café:
When planning a café, make sure to leave ample time for
➡ Seat 4-5 people at café-style tables or in
both moving through the rounds of questions (likely to take
conversation clusters.
longer than you think!) and some type of whole-group
➡ Set up progressive rounds of conversation, usually of
harvest.
20-30 minutes each – have some good questions!
➡ Ask one person to stay at the table as a “host” and
invite the other table members to move to other
Operating principles of World Cafe:
tables as ambassadors of ideas and insights
• Create hospitable space
• Explore questions that matter
• Encourage each person’s contribution
• Connect diverse people and ideas
• Listen together for patterns, insights and deeper
questions
• Make collective knowledge visible

➡ Ask the table host to share key insights, questions,
and ideas briefly to new table members, and then
let folks move through the rounds of questions.
➡ After you’ve moved through the rounds, allow some
time for a whole-group harvest of the conversations.
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Cafe Etiquette
Focus on what matters
Listen to understand
Contribute your thinking
Speak your mind and heart
Link and connect ideas
Listen together for themes, insights, and
deeper questions
Play, Doodle, Draw - HAVE FUN!

Materials Needed:
• Small tables (36-42”), preferably round
• Chairs for participants and presenters
• Tablecloths
• Flip chart paper or paper placemats for covering the
tables
• Markers
• Flip chart or large butcher paper for harvesting
collective knowledge or insights
• Posters/Table Tents of Café Etiquette
• Materials for harvest
(The above info adapted from Café to Go at
www.theworldcafe.com)
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Open Space Technology
participants call the conversation

An Open Space
Technology
Marketplace, Deer
Creek Art of Hosting
2009.

The goal of an Open Space Technology meeting
is to create time and space for people to engage
deeply and creatively around issues of concern
to them. The agenda is set by people with the
power and desire to see it through, and typically,
Open Space meetings result in transformative
experiences for the individuals and groups
involved. It is a simple and powerful way to
catalyze effective working conversations and
truly inviting organizations – to thrive in times of
swirling change.
www.openspaceworld.org
What is Open Space Good For?
Open Space Technology is useful in almost any
context, including strategic direction setting,
envisioning the future, conflict resolution,
morale building, consultation with stakeholders,
community planning, collaboration and deep
learning about issues and perspectives.

Open Space Technology is an excellent meeting
format for any situation in which there is:
• A real issue of concern
• Diversity of players
• Complexity of elements
• Presence of passion (including conflict)
• A need for a quick decision
Open space can be used in groups of 10 to
1,000 – and probably larger. It’s important to
give enough time and space for several sessions
to occur. The outcomes can be dramatic when a
group is uses its passion and responsibility – and
is given the time – to make something happen.
Principles of Open Space:
• Whoever comes are the right people
• Whenever it starts is the right time
• Whatever happens is the only thing that
could have
• When its over its over
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The four principles and the law work
to create a powerful event motivated
by the passion and bounded by the
responsibility of the participants.
General Flow of an Open Space
Meeting:
The group convenes in a circle and is
welcomed by the sponsor.
The facilitator provides an overview
of the process and explains how it
works. The facilitator invites people
with issues of concern to come into
the circle, write the issue on a piece
of paper and announce it to the
group.
These people are "conveners." The
convener places their paper on the
wall and chooses a time and a place
to meet. This process continues until
there are no more agenda items.
The group then breaks up and heads
to the agenda wall, by now covered
with a variety of sessions. Participants
take note of the time and place for
sessions they want to be involved in.

The Law of Mobility
If you find yourself in a situation where you
are not contributing or learning, move
somewhere were you can.

Roles in Open Space
Host - announces and
convenes a conversation

Participant participates in a
conversation

Bumble bee - moves
between conversations,
cross-pollinating

Butterfly - takes time
out to reflect

Dialogue sessions convene for the balance of the
meeting. Recorders determined by each group
capture the important points and post the reports
on the news wall. All of these reports will be
harvested in some way and returned to the larger
group.
Following a closing or a break, the group might
move into convergence, a process that takes the
issues that have been discussed and attaches
action plans to them to "get them out of the
room."
The group then finishes the meeting with a closing
circle where people are invited to share
comments, insights, and commitments arising
from the process.
Materials Needed:
• Circle of chairs for participants
• Letters or numbers around the room to
indicate meeting locations
• A blank wall that will become the agenda
• A news wall for recording and posting the
results of the dialogue sessions
• Breakout spaces for meetings
• Paper on which to write session topics/
questions
• Markers/Pencils/Pens
• Posters of the Principles, Law of Two Feet,
and Roles (optional)
• Materials for harvest

Passion and Responsibility
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Shared Work
taking the next step together
The Shared Work model puts getting to work back at the center of
our collaborations. Tuesday developed this simple model after years
of working with folks who had passion and commitment for making
change in their systems and organizations, but struggled to figure out
how to work together over time.
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Shared Work
The Method
Often the differences between collaborators — different perspectives, backgrounds, ideologies
and aspirations — becomes the focus of meetings rather than getting work done together.
Shared Work offers a way for us to think about taking the next step together to begin to move
forward on those issues and challenges we care about in our organizations, communities, and
systems.
In groups that have been successful in working together over time, there seem to be five key
stances the group is able to adopt in relation to their work together:

1
Relationship as Resolution — At times
the issues we are working on together are so complex,
so deep seated, and so full of history, that a resolution
of the issue is impossible in the moment. That doesn’t
meant that we stop working on the issues, but it does
mean that sometimes our ability and willingness to stay
in relationship is the resolution. As we are in
relationship with each other, we can figure out how to
work with the issue, what our next step should be, and
how we’d like to move to more resolution.
2
Inquiry as Answer — When we are working
with challenges we don’t know how to solve, we can be
tempted to rely on answers we’ve tried in the past or
best practices we’ve heard from other places. We’re
tempted to try harder with what we already know how
to do. This stance asks the group to identify the
questions or inquiries we should be in together to move
toward new solutions. It begins from a place of “not
knowing” — a risk for people who have expertise and
passion for an issue! — and a commitment to work
from that place together.
3
Seek Multiplicity — When we invite others into
collaboration, we often do so from a representative
mindset: Who/what constituency does this person
represent? Representation is important, but it only
gives us a partial understanding of those we are
working with. Seeking multiplicity as a stance
encourages us to invite the whole person into the
collaboration with their multiple roles, identities, and
perspectives. Allowing the fullness of each person
we’re working with leads us to better, more robust
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Shared Work
The Method continued

4

All Levels, All the Time — When working
collaboratively, we should be aware of the
different levels that are present in our
work: personal, interpersonal, organizational,
systemic, and structural. Each of these plays
out in all of our interactions, and while our
collaborative work may focus on a particular
level, it is important to understand that each
level impacts and informs the other. We can
make strategic choices on where we will
intervene, but we need to understand that all
levels are operating on the issue at all times.

5

Power Matters — Considering power in our
collaborations is key. We cannot ignore how
power plays out in our relationships, our
understanding of the issue, and the action
we take. Understanding different types of
power — not painting “power” with a broad
brush! — as well as making strategic choices
in our action related to power, can ensure
that our shared work is successful.
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Reflective Listening
an important part of conversation
Reflective listening (mirroring) is the restatement of what you have heard a speaker say for
purposes of clarification. A second stage can be used to state a feeling the listener has heard
embedded in the message. We are checking out our interpretations by asking if the reflection
is a correct interpretation. We are reflecting, but always with a question mark. No one likes
to be told how they are feeling if it does not match what they are feeling.
Reflective listening is used:
1. When we sense we do not fully understand and we would like to learn more about
how he/she experiences their situation
2. When we sense there is more to what the other person is saying than what is being
expressed
3. To summarize from time to time in order to pull together important ideas and establish
a basis for further discussion
4. To verify a feeling the listener has heard embedded in the message
5. To validate a quality or value the listener might have heard embedded in the message
Benefits of reflective listening:
1. The communication level may be deepened
2. The listener may become more empathetic/compassionate towards the speaker
3. The speaker may be able to gain greater self-understanding, clarity, and vulnerability
through effective mirroring
4. A shift in perspective may occur through mirroring statements
First level: facts
The listener repeats what the person has said and checks for confirmation that the important parts of the communication
were heard accurately.
Second level: feelings
The listener expresses the essence or meaning behind the words, including the feeling and tone and asks for accuracy.
Third level: values / essence
The listener deepens the mirroring to the being or core level of the speaker’s communication and reflects the values or
essence of what was heard.

2010 The Compassionate Listening Project
Staff@compassionatelistening.org
( 360) 626-4411
www.compassionatelistening.org
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Feeling Inventory
naming what we’re hearing
absorbed
adventurous
affectionate
alert
alive
amazed
amused
appreciative
aroused
astonished
blissful
carefree
cheerful
comfortable
concerned
complacent
composed
confident
contented
cool
curious
dazzled
delighted
eager
ecstatic
elated
electrified
encouraged
energetic
engrossed
enlivened
excited
exhilarated
expansive
expectant
exultant
fascinated
free
friendly
fulfilled
glad
gleeful
glorious
glowing
good-humored
grateful
gratified
groovy
happy
helpful
hopeful
invigorated
involved

inquisitive
inspired
intense
interested
intrigued
joyous
jubilant
keyed up
loving
mellow
merry
mirthful
moved
optimistic
overjoyed
overwhelmed
peaceful
proud
quiet
radiant
rapturous
refreshed
relieved
satisfied
secure
sensitive
splendid
stimulated
surprised
tender
thankful
thrilled
touched
tranquil
warm
wideawake
wonderful
zany
zestful
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Feeling Inventory
(cont.)
afraid
aggravated
agitated
alarmed
aloof
angry
anguished
animosity
annoyed
anxious
apathetic
apprehensive
averse
beat
bitter
blah
blue
bored
broken-hearted
chagrined
cold
concerned
confused
cool
cross
dejected
depressed
despairing
despondent
detached
disappointed
discouraged
disgruntled
disgusted
disheartened
dislike
dismayed
displeased
disquieted
distressed
disturbed
downcast
downhearted
dread
dull
edgy
embarrassed
embittered
exasperated
exhausted
fatigued
fearful
fidgety
forlorn

frightened
frustrated
furious
gloomy
grief
guilty
hate
heavy
helpless
hesitant
horrible
horrified
hostile
hot
humdrum
hurt
impatient
indifferent
inert
intense
irate
irked
irritated
jealous
jittery
keyed up
lassitude
lazy
lethargic
listless
lonely
mad
mean
melancholy
miserable
mopey
nervous
nettled
overwhelmed
perplexed
pessimistic
puzzled
reluctant
repelled
resentful
restless
sad
scared
sensitive
shaky
shocked
skeptical
sleepy
sorrowful

sorry
sour
spiritless
startled
surprised
suspicious
tepid
terrified
tired
troubled
uncomfortable
unconcerned
uneasy
unglued
unhappy
unnerved
unsteady
upset
uptight
vexed
weary
withdrawn
woeful
worried
wretched
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Values
naming what we’re hearing
In listening deeply to one another, our hearts assist us to hear the values underneath the words,
rhetoric, or strongly held positions. When we listen deeply and can reflect the values that we
hear, we connect to the wholeness in the other.
BEAUTY
COMPASSION
COMMUNITY
CONNECTION
COOPERATION
COURAGE
CREATIVITY
EQUALITY
FAITH
FAMILY
FRIENDSHIP
FREEDOM
GENEROSITY
JUSTICE
GOODWILL
GRATITUDE
HARMONY
HUMOR
INCLUSIVENESS
LOVE
ORDER
PATIENCE
PEACE
RESPECT
SERVICE
SIMPLICITY
TRUST
UNDERSTANDING
WHOLENESS
WISDOM

2010 The Compassionate Listening Project
Staff@compassionatelistening.org
( 360) 626-4411
www.compassionatelistening.org
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Pro Action Cafe
Combining World Cafe and Open Space

The real voyage of discovery
lies not in seeking new
landscapes, but in seeing with
new eyes.

The Pro Action Cafe is a space for creative
and action oriented conversation where
participants are invited to bring their
project - ideas - questions or whatever
they need help to manifest in the world.

other as people move between cafe
tables, cross-pollinate ideas and offer each
other new insights into the questions or
issues that are most important in their life,
work, organization, or community.

The concept of Pro Action Cafe is a blend
of “world cafe” and “open space”
technologies. It was first conceived by
Rainer von Leoprechting and Ria Baeck in
Brussels, Belgium.

As a process, the Pro Action Cafe can
evoke and make visible the collective
intelligence of any group, thus increasing
people’s capacity for effective action. Pro
Action Cafe can be used with a network
of people and/or as a methodology for a
specific group, organization or
community to engage in creative and
inspirational conversation leading to wiser
and more collectively informed action.

What is Pro Action Cafe Good For?
As a conversational process, the Pro
Action Cafe is a collective, innovative
methodology for hosting conversations
about questions and projects that matter
to the people who attend. These
conversations link and build on each
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Pro Action Cafe
starting the conversations
Flow of a Pro Action Café
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome and Check-in circle
Explain the process
Table Hosts announce their topics (similar to Open Space, but with a
specific number of tables)
Three rounds of conversation (similar to World Cafe)
Closing circle

Welcome… participants to learn together by either offering a question from work
or live or by joining the table hosts as thinking partners.
Check-in… Everyone sit in a big circle, a chance to ‘land’ (enjoy the quietness
with each other and think about what your own question would be) and connect
with others and the space, people to consider in silence a decision for the
evening – share your question and have others work on it or just move around
and contribute to others’ questions.
Announce questions… After that quiet moment invite people to bring forward
their question – first come first served. The number of tables needed for the
evening is one table for every four participants (e.g. if 20 people participate, 5
tables are needed). After all table conversations have been chosen by someone
sharing a question, invite all other participants to think about which table they
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Pro Action Cafe
thinking together
Conversation rounds… the table hosts will remain at one table with their question
throughout the three rounds. The remaining participants are invited to move to a
different table for each of the three rounds.
The three conversation rounds with breaks allow the hosts and participants to learn
together:
•

Round 1 ~ What is the quest behind the question? Invite participants to stay
stay in discovery and encourage the table host to explore the deeper meaning
of their project or question rather than giving advise or problem solving.

•

Reflection Break ~ Invite the host to think about the quest and the feedback
before the next round. Invite participants to enjoy a break, snacks,
conversation.

•

Round 2 ~ What is missing? Invite the table host to briefly frame their quest
and participants to help them explore what is missing from the picture so far
(e.g. what is a question not asked yet, what are perspectives or options not
considered yet).

•

Reflection Break ~ What am I learning about myself? What am I learning
about my project? What next steps will I take? What help do I need? Allow
10-20 minutes depending on the time available for the hosts to think through
these questions before the final round.

•

Round 3 ~ What am I learning about myself? What am I learning about my
project? What next steps will I take? What help do I need? Invite the host to
summarize their learning so far and participants to help them consolidate
their learning into action.

Closing circle…. Conclude with feedback in a circle where everyone shares:
What am I grateful for from these conversations?
What is my next action?
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Developing and Implementing Conversations in Specific Contexts

Checklist for the design of processes
Before the process – meeting
Preparation (Purpose: to create focus
for, and prepare for the meeting/
process).
• Getting the participants’
‘meaningfulnesses’ on the table
• Need check
• Burning questions
• Clarify purpose-goals-and
methods
• Send out an invitation with a
clear purpose
• Preparation of logistics and
material etc.
• Preparation of yourself as host
(over prepared and under
structured)
• Make the room/space yours
The Process - the meeting
1. Opening of the meeting/process
(Purpose to create a “safe space”,
acceptance, meaning and overview.)
• Context: “The bigger picture…
the many aspects, conditions
and relations, that surround a
certain situation or case, and
that contribute to defining the
meaning to give to the
situation.”
• Purpose – short and long term
• Possibly a framing – set
boundaries – and what are
givens
• Check in – physically, mentally,
and emotionally – so
everyone’s voice is heard, and
everyone is present.
• Expectations – and hopes for
outcomes
• Share meeting design/structure
… or
• Create a shared agenda
2. The meeting/process
Choice of content (what) and process/
method (how) in relation to purpose,
target group and the desired outcome.

3. Closing the meeting/process
(Purpose: summary/wrap up,
conclusion, closing) • Review of results, decisions
• Conclusions
• Agreements
• Check-out (personal)

After the meeting /process
• Follow up (Purpose: review,
learning, anchoring)
• Review of experiences and
results
• Evaluation
• Learning
• Anchoring of the meeting/
process
• Full stop… or beginning
‘Learning Ecology’
Documentation of content and
process (Purpose: to maintain and
anchor common/shared knowledge,
insights, agreements etc. – to feed
knowledge back into the system, so it
is not lost, and so it is possible to
further build upon the knowledge that
is already present. This is to create a
shared memory.

Other possible ingredients
Disturbance
It is important that there is a good
amount of disturbance. The
disturbance can be so small that it
doesn’t move anything, or really

challenge, and it can be too much, so
that it is rejected as too overwhelming
(inspired by Maturana).
The ability to handle chaos – the
courage to stand in chaos.
To dare let go of control.
Variation – in rhythm – content –
methods – process etc..
Experience-based – “Tell me and I will
forget – show me and I will remember
– involve me and I will learn.”
From head to feet – personally
meaningful – mentally – emotionally
and action-wise
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Checklist for the design of processes
continued
Purpose
It is important to let the purpose shape
the meeting.
A key is to determine whether the
meeting already has a determined
content – does it need to have a formal
structure (i.e. the group wants to agree
upon or make a decision around a
predetermined issue/content), or – is
the purpose of the meeting to explore,
inquire, develop ideas or in other ways
make space for co-creation and
development – in other words, let a
new content emerge – have an open
structure.
Different purposes:
• Show up
• Learning processes
• Idea development/innovation
• Dialogue
• Experience sharing
• To find consensus
• To build team
• Information meetings
• Planning meetings
• Distribution of tasks
• Decision making meetings
• Problem solving meeting
• Need clarification
meetings
• Etc

Types of meetings

Formal structure

Open structure

Creative

(Directed/’controlled’)
design and planning
meetings

Idea-generation meetings,
brainstorming, development
meetings

Learning

Education,
Information meetings

Interactive processes,
Dialogue meetings,
Experience sharing, etc.

Decision making
Common ground

Decision making
meetings

Council, etc.

Copied from InterChange's on-line resources: http:www.interchange.dk/resources/checklistfordesign/
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The 6 Breaths of Process Architecture
Over the years many hosts saw their work with different (larger scale) initiatives as a follow-up of different ‘breaths’,
different phases of divergence and convergence. They became know as the Six Breaths. As we learn, in reflection on
the work that we do, it is most likely that this pattern will gain more clarity in the months and years to come…
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People and Teams within the Process
Architecture
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The Chaordic Stepping Stones
walking the chaordic path

The chaordic path is the path that walks between chaos and order. When we don't know where we are going, or
what the future needs for us, we can bring a little bit of form to our work by working with clear steps.
These steps are intended to create generative structures, structures that allow us to create together, without stifling
creativity and the emergence of new ideas and new ways of doing things.
There are clear strategic steps we can take when walking the chaordic path. These steps are a way of bringing just
enough structure or order into the chaos to keep us moving forward on the chaordic path. These steps allow us to
progress gradually giving our project or organization more form as we progress.
These steps can be used both as a planning tool and to help understand what you are discovering about an
organization, community or initiative. However, these stones don’t have a consistent starting point. For example,
you might find yourself (or those you are working with) beginning with a concept, lacking clarity of need or
purpose, then returning to clarify those before you proceed. Another way to think of these is as facets, sides to a
gem. Each piece illuminates the gem.
The Chaordic process is in continual motion, each step integrating and including the previous steps. It is not a
linear process - it is an iterative process - supported by an ongoing documentation or harvest and feed back loop.
Once you have defined the principles you check back if they support the purpose etc. The process allows us to be
able to remain in reflection and practice.
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The Chaordic Design Process
walking the chaordic path
Each of these stepping stones is
activated by asking key questions. As
we design our work together we will
select from these questions (or design
others) to help us explore each stone
as we lay it in place.
Need
The need is the compelling reason for
doing anything. Sensing the need is
the first step to designing a meeting,
organizational structure or change
initiative that is relevant. The need is
outside of our work: it is the thing that
is served by the work you are doing.
• What time is it in the world now?
• What time is it for our initiative
now?
• What are the challenges and
opportunities we are facing?
• What do I really need to be able to
understand and work on in the
world?
• What is the need that this project
can uniquely meet?
• What does the world need this
conference to be?
Purpose
From the need flows the purpose.
Purpose statements are clear and
compelling and the guide us in doing
our best possible work.
• If this work should live up to its
fullest potential, what do you dream
(or vision) is possible?
• What is the purpose we can adopt
that will best meet the need?
• What could this work do/create/
inspire?
• What is the next level for the for our
work? Where should we be
heading?
• What is the simplest and most
powerful question we could keep at
the core of our work?

Principles
Principles of cooperation help us to
know how we will work together. It is
very important that these principles be
simple, co-owned and well
understood. These are not principles
that are platitudes or that lie on a page
somewhere. They are crisp statements
of how we agree to operate together
so that over the long term we can
sustain the relationships that make this
work possible.

cross a
body of
water, we
could
choose a
bridge, a
causeway
or a ferry.
The
concept is
important,
because it
gives form
• What are the principles we want to
to very
enact at for our learning networks?
different
structures for doing our work.In our
• What is it important to remember
about how we want to work with the work together we might explore here
participants in our initiative?
the different kinds of structures
including circles and networks and
• What do we think is most important really understand what these are, how
to remember as we design to meet
the operate, how they are embedded
the need and purpose?
with various contexts and cultures and
what implications each has for our
• What unique ways of doing work
and being together can we bring to
work.
this work.
• What are the shapes that we might
choose for our work?
• If our team should live up to its
What is the deeper pattern of our
•
fullest potential - what do you dream
work and what organizational forms
(or vision) possible for this team?
are in alignment with that?
People
• How might we activate our
Once the need and the purpose are in
principles to best do our work?
the place and we have agreed on our
principles of co-operation, we can
Limiting Beliefs
begin to identify the people that are
So much of what we do when we
involved in our work. Mapping the
organize ourselves is based on
network helps us to see who is in this unquestioned models of behavior.
work for us and who will have an
These patterns can be helpful but they
interest in what we are doing.
can also limit us in fulfilling our true
Who is in the room?
potential. We cannot create
Who is not in the room and how do
innovation in the world using old
we bring them in?
models and approaches. It pays to
How do we leverage relationships to
examine ways in which we assume
propagate the ideas generated by our
work gets done in order to discover
work together?
the new ways that might serve work
Who will be interested in the results of with new results. Engaging in this
our work?
work together brings us into a cocreative working relationship, where
Concept
we can help each other into new and
As we move to a more concrete idea
powerful ways of working together,
of what our structures are, we begin to alleviating the fear and anxiety of the
explore the concepts that will be
unknown.
useful. This is a high level look at the • What makes us tremble, and what
shape of our endeavor. For example,
do we fear about new ways of
if our need was to design a way to
working together?
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The Chaordic Design Process
continued
Structure
Once the concept has been chosen, it
is time to create the structure that will
channel our resources. It is in these
conversations that we make decisions
about the resources of the group: time,
money, energy, commitment, and
attention.
• Who are we becoming when we
meet and work together this way?
• How do we support the aspirations
of the group?
• What is the lightest structure that
will serve our purpose and need?
• What role might the Core team play
when the project is over?
• How do we wisely combine the
various organizational concepts to
support our work and sustain the
results?
Practice
The ongoing practice within the
structures we build is important. This
is the world of to do lists, conference
calls and email exchanges. The
invitation here is to practice working
with one another in alignment with
the designs we have created.
• What do we need to do to sustain
our work together?
• What is our own practice of working
in networks?
• How do we extend the spirit of the
gathering into future asynchronous
environments where we can't be
face to face?
• How do we leverage relationships
and support the work that arises
from them?
• How do we sustain and nourish our
relationships and collective
aspirations?
• What commitments are we willing
to make to contribute to the success
of our endeavor?

our results so that they have the
desired impacts in the world.
• What are the forms of harvest from
our work that best serves the need?
• What intentional harvest will serve
our purpose?
• What are the artifacts that will be
the most powerful representations of
what we have created?
• How will we carry the DNA of the
our work forward?
• What are the feedback loops that we
need to design to ensure that
learning and change accelerates
itself?
• How will we stay open to emergent
learning?
• What are the questions we need to
carry about what we are learning by
meeting this way?
It is very important to note that
harvesting is an activity that needs to
be planned up front, in the spirit of
“we are not planning a meeting, we
are planning a harvest.”

(This document was created by Chris

Corrigan (chris@chriscorrigan.com) and
refined by many others in the Art of
Hosting (www.artofhosting.org)
community of practice. Please feel free to

Harvest
There is no point in doing work in the
world unless we plan to harvest the
fruits of our labours. Harvesting
includes making meaning of our work,
telling the story and feeding forward
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Resources
books, articles, websites
Many resources are available – books, articles, websites, blogs, communities.
As starting points or hubs for more extensive lists of resources, we suggest:
www.artofhosting.org

(co-created by many art of hosting stewards)

Here are a few gems with which to start or perhaps, like old friends, return to:
Living Systems
Wheatley, Margaret: Leadership and the New Science
brown, adrienne maree: Emergent Strategy
Circle
Baldwin, Christina: Calling the Circle – The First and Future Culture
www.peerspirit.com
Pranis, Kay: Little Book of Circle Practice
World Cafe
Brown, Juanita with David Isaacs: The World Café – Shaping Our Futures Through Conversations That Matter
www.theworldcafe.com
Open Space
Owen, Harrison: Open Space Technology – A Users Guide
www.openspaceworld.org
Participatory Decision Making
Kaner, Sam et. al.: The Facilitator's Guide to Participatory Decision Making
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